
Pressure Screen Cylinders
AFT offers the widest selection of cylinders in the 
industry for all screen brands, models and sizes.

Pressure Screen Rotors
Award winning energy smart rotors and  
replacement rotors for virtually all screen makes 
and models.

Refiner Disc Plates
Finebar customized patterns last up to 3x longer 
for ease of maintenance and less downtime.

Refiner Conical Fillings
Customizable filling designs for each specific 
application, including ultra low intensity patterns.

Screw Press Baskets
Replacement cylinders and plates for most  
screw press designs.

Drilled Cylinders and Plates
Global drilling capability and one of the largest 
drilling capacities of the paper industry in both 
volume and size used for plates and cylinders.

EB Drilled Cylinders
Electron-beam technology ensures  
high precision and accuracy for  
high performance filtering applications.
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Process Audits
Process audits for mill site performance  
evaluation of screen and refiner systems.

Mechanical Audits
Preventative or failure root cause inspections  
for screens, refiners, and degassers.

Rotor Refurbishing and Converting
Reverse rotor wear with repairs, refurbishing, or 
an upgrade to a newer design when applicable.  

AFT Equipment Services
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Screen Cylinder Rechroming
AFT’s DuraShield™ chroming can extend screen  
cylinder life 20% longer than the competition.

Pressure Screen Refurbishing
Factory evaluation of screen - including cylinder, 
rotor, housing fit and sealing. Report on repair or full 
rebuild options for selection that best fits mill needs.

Shaft Package Reconditioning
Factory reconditioning or replacement of rotating  
shaft assemblies.

POMp Degasser Mill Service
In mill service, recommended every 5 years, to  
maintain seals and wear elements of POMp degasser.

EB Drilled Cylinder Wash
A thorough cleaning process to reverse fine hole  
plugging and return EB drilled cylinders to like-new 
operation.
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